Welcome to Jeremy’s 30th Birthday Scavenger Hunt!
Before you start, here’s how it works:
Below, you will find a list of challenges to complete and photograph. Each
challenge is worth a certain number of points. You will probably not be able to
complete all of them, so choose carefully which things to prioritize.
Each time you take a photograph (or Vine) for the hunt, it must be tweeted with
the hashtag #JerIs30 in order to get points for it. One person in your group will be
the designated Tweeter. This means that all pictures should be taken with their
phone, and tweeted from their account. (They are allowed to get other people to
use their phone to take the photo, so that they too can be in some of the
pictures.) Tally will be watching the account of each team’s designated tweeter to
keep track of the points your team is accruing.
For each challenge, tweet the picture or Vine required, along with the title
of that particular challenge and the hashtag #JerIs30.
When doing challenges involving random strangers, please make sure that they
are comfortable with their photo being taken and shared! (You could always offer
to take a picture that doesn’t show their face, or that has their back to the
camera, etc.)
To help on your hunt, your team will be given a bag of “party treasure,” full of
tools and objects that you may need along the way.
Below, there is also a list of objects to find and turn in at the end of the hunt for
extra points.
To end the hunt: Meet Tally at 5:45 in Centennial Square. In the event of a tie,
the winner will be the first of the tied teams to arrive at Centennial Square with all
its team members.

ITEMS to find and bring back:
- a duck feather (1 point)
- an MtG token (1 point)
- a book of matches (4 points)
- a flyer for an upcoming Victoria event (2 points)
- a map (physical, on paper, not digital!) of downtown Victoria (1 point)
- a (real) peacock feather (10 points)
- ask a stranger for their favourite cocktail recipe, write it down and have them
sign it (3 points)
- a restaurant napkin with a logo or proprietary image/text (1 point)

- a “buy one get one free” coupon (3 points)
- find someone named Jeremy, other than Jeremy Petter. Get him to write “My
name is Jeremy” on a piece of paper and sign it. Take a picture of this person
with the paper. (Don’t tweet this picture, just bring the paper and show the picture
to Tally at the end of the hunt for full points) And if you fake this and lie, I’ll make
your mothers cry. :P (4 points)

CHALLENGES to be completed:
Batman Is For The Birds – 1 point
Take a picture of a seagull.
Batman and Robin – 3 points
Photograph two seagulls in the same picture.
Chalk It Up To Bad Luck – 4 points
Make a chalk outline around one team member's body (like in a crime scene),
then take a picture of just the outline, with at least 2 team members looking sadly
down at it.
Stairway To Heaven – 3 points
Take a picture of at least 3 team members dancing on a staircase (a full, actual
staircase, not just a couple of steps up to a doorway or something).
Duck And Cover – 3 points
Photograph 3 team members standing with their hands on the ground and their
bums stuck up in the air, imitating a diving duck. There must be at least one
actual duck visible somewhere in the picture as well (though it doesn’t have to be
diving).
Meter Maid – 1 point
VandalEyes a parking meter and photograph one team member having a staring
contest with it.
The Play’s the Thing – 4 points
Take a Vine of a “puppet” show you have created that uses at least 2 non-human
characters (dolls, toys, talking pieces of twine, etc.). Something dramatic must
occur.
Strange Words – 5 points
Write a poem of at least 5 lines and serenade a (willing) stranger with it.
Photograph or Vine (yours and the stranger’s choice) the touching moment. You

must turn the poem in at the end of the hunt for full points on this challenge.
Too Old for This Shit – 3 points
Photograph at least 3 team members lying on a bed, pretending to be asleep.
Busquing – 3 points
Somewhere in the downtown area, Dale Friesen is busquing as part of a
barbershop quartet. Get a picture of 2 or more team members with Dale and his
fellow performers.
When Ducks Attack – 1+ points
Take a picture of one or more team members being swarmed by ducks. One
bonus point for every 10 ducks visible in the photo.
Everybody Was Kung Fu Fighting – 4 points
Take a picture of at least 3 team members staging a Kung Fu battle in front of the
Empress Hotel.
Got Your Goat - 1 point
Take a picture with at least two team members and a goat visible in the photo.
Shakespeare in the Park – 2 points
Take a picture of 2 or more team members doing a dramatic reenactment of a
death scene from a Shakespeare play. Include the name of the play in your tweet
of the picture.
Fountain Fishing – 1 point
Photograph a team member going fishing in a public fountain.
Save Vs Box Text – 5 points
Take a picture of at least 3 team members in an elevator (which is, of course, a
box), looking terrified. One of them must be holding up a sign that says “BOX
TEXT.”
It’s a Bird, It’s a Plane, It’s… – 5 points
Take a picture of at least 3 team members crammed inside a phone booth (or
huddled around a payphone, if it doesn’t have a booth).
But Daddy, I Love Him/Her! – 2 points
Take a picture of a team member kissing a statue.
From the Horse’s Mouth – 2 points
Take a picture with at least 2 team members and 1 horse visible in the photo.

Peter Pan – 2+ points
Take a picture of 2 or more team members playing on a playground. Plus 2
bonus points if one team member is hanging upside down from something.
Antarctic Birds of a Feather – 2 points
Take a picture in front of the Royal BC Museum of at least 3 team members
doing their best penguin walk/waddle.
Work it!
Photograph a team member working at a service job they’re not actually
employed at.
Blushing Bride – 2 points
Take a picture of 1 or more of the men on your team standing outside a bridal
salon, doing his best “pretty pretty princess” pose.
Live Long And Prosper – 5+ points
Get at least 3 strangers to be in a picture with all team members except the
photographer, and with everyone making the Vulcan greeting sign with their
hand. 1 bonus point for each extra stranger beyond 3 that you can get in the
photo.
To Market, To Market – 3 points
Take a picture with two team members and a pig visible in the photo.
It’s All So Magical – 2+ points
Take a picture of at least 3 team members standing in front of Yellow Jacket.
Plus 2 bonus points if you can get a YJ staff member to photobomb you.
Never Gonna Give You Up! – 4 points
Take a Vine of 2 or more team members rickrolling a group of strangers (can be
done busquing style, serenading random passersby). At least 2 full lines of the
song must be audible in the video.
Put a Ring on it – 2 points
Take a picture of at least 2 team members standing outside a jewelry store (the
store must be visible in the background), doing Beyoncé’s “put a ring on it” pose.
Piggy Back Please? – 3 points
Photograph a stranger giving a team member a piggy back ride.
Bear Hug – 1 point
Photograph a team member hugging a bear.

